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THE
WOODWARD·HAIG
CONNECTION
WHEN twenty-six-year-old Naval Lieutenant Robert U. Woodward arrived to take up a new and prestigious post at the Pentagon in
August of 1969, he appeared to be just one more eager young lieutenant
among the thousands already stationed in the capital. There was a war
on, and junior officers were everywhere. Woodward was boyish-looking
and just off the boat, having come from four years of sea duty as a
communications officer, which followed four years at Yale and a
childhood in the Chicago suburb of Wheaton, Illinois. He blended in
with the rest of the fresh-faced young officers who hurried through the
Pentagon's labyrinthine corridors and the mazes of offices in the White
House complex. John Ehrlichman remembers that soldiers and sailors
seemed so ubiquitous at the White House in those days, and blended
so easily into the everyday hustle and bustle of government, that they
were barely noticed.
Woodward's arrival in Washington coincided with a turning point
for the military and for Admiral Thomas Moorer, the chief of naval
operations who was exerting ever more control over the operations of
the executive body of which he was a member, the Joint Chiefs of
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Staff, and which he would soon head. This was when the JCS was in
the first blush of its astonishment at the way Nixon and Kissinger were
seizing power and freezing out of the decision-making process in foreign
policy the usual bureaucracies of State and Defense-and the JCS.
Woodward came on good recommendations, and found at the Pentagon
his first skipper, Rear Admiral Francis J. Fitzpatrick, who had become
assistant chief of naval operations for communications and cryptology,
and his second, Rear Admiral Robert Welander, who had similarly
become one of Moorer's other top aides.
The Navy brought Woodward to the Pentagon ostensibly as a
communications watch officer responsible for overseeing approximately
thirty sailors who manned the terminals, teletypes, and classified
coding machines at the naval communications center through which all
Navy traffic flowed, from routine orders to top-secret messages. It was
a sensitive position that afforded Woodward access to more than a
hundred communications channels, among them, according to Admiral
Fitzpatrick, the top-secret SR-l channel through which the Navy sent
and received its most important messages, for instance, those which
served to operate its covert global spy unit known as Task Force 157.
SR-l was the channel that Moorer provided to the White House when
Kissinger and Nixon pushed him for backchannel communications
capability. When Kissinger conducted his delicate and highly secret
negotiations with China during 1971, SR-l carried Kissinger's message
back to his deputy Al Haig that the Peking mission had succeeded.
In addition to being one of the officers charged with managing the
communications center, Woodward had another job. The young lieutenant was one of Moorer's specially selected briefing officers. A briefer
is an officer who sees, hears, reads, and assimilates information from
one or a variety of sources, and who conveys it succinctly and intelligibly to more senior officers. This was not only a highly prized
assignment, since it often entailed close contact with very senior men
who could advance a junior officer's career, but was also an enormously
sensitive one, because the information conveyed was frequently top
secret.
On his briefing assignment from Admiral Moorer, Woodward was
often sent across the river from the Pentagon to the basement of the
White House, where he would enter the offices of the National Security
Council. There, Woodward would act as briefer to Alexander Haig.
The Woodward-Haig connection, that of the briefer and the officer
he briefed, is one that Woodward has labored to keep secret, for reasons
that will become ever clearer as this book unfolds. Over the intervening
years, Woodward has vehemently denied the existence of the relation-
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ship. When we informed Woodward that we had information linking
him to Haig, he issued his denial, sayIng, "Now what the hell are my
ties to Haig?" He has even gone so far as to deny to us that he was a
briefer at all and issued to us the following challenge: "I defy you to
produce somebody who says 1 did a briefing."
However, that Woodward was a briefer and that some of those
briefings were to Alexander Haig can no longer be in doubt. Admiral
Moorer has confirmed to us what other sources had told us, that
Woodward had been a briefer and that his duties included briefing
Haig.
"He was one of the briefers," Moorer told us. Did he brief Haig?
"Sure, of course," Moorer said. Woodward was instructed to brief Haig
"because I was on the telephone with Haig eight or nine times a day"
and there was even more to convey to Haig, so Haig could in turn relay
information to Kissinger and ultimately to the president. "You don't
have four-star generals lugging papers back and forth between the
Pentagon and the White House," Moorer told us, you "pick up a juniorgrade lieutenant and tell him to do that." But Woodward was a fullgrade lieutenant, not a junior one, and especially selected for the job.
What sort of briefing would Woodward normally give to Haig? "Probably the same briefing he'd just given me at nine o'clock," Moorer said,
referring to the daily 9:00 A.M. briefing attended by the CNO and
other flag officers at the Pentagon.
Bob Woodward was a senior at Wheaton Community High School just
outside Chicago when he decided to join the Navy. It was 1961. To
attend one of the country's most prestigious schools, Yale University,
he needed a scholarship, and Navy ROTC would provide one, so he
signed up and passed the rigorous entrance exam. His father, Al
Woodward, had seen such continuous duty in the Navy during World
War II that Bob had had no glimpse of him from the time he was born
in 1943 until 1946. When the senior Woodward returned home and
pursued a career as a lawyer, he kept photos around the house that
showed himself in uniform as a fighter in the Pacific, photos Bob later
remembered as urging him toward the Navy.
Bob Woodward was the oldest of Al and Jane Woodward's three
children. When Bob was twelve, his parents divorced, and, in a move
unusual at that time, Al Woodward retained custody of the three
children. Then Al married a second time, to a woman who brought
her own three children into the household; later, the couple had a child
of their own, so Bob Woodward became the oldest of seven children in
his home.
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Alfred E. Woodward was a leading citizen of Wheaton, a chief
judge of the county circuit court, and he expected his son to be an
achieve.r. Bob tried hard to meet these expectations, but was uncomfortable in his new family situation. One Christmas, Bob Woodward
told a Playboy interviewer in 1988, he was dismayed to discover that the
presents that he and his natural brother and sister had received didn't
measure up to those given to his new stepbrothers and stepsisters. "I
looked up the prices of all the presents in the gift catalog," Woodward
said. "It was a moment of great emotional distress for me and my father
when I confronted him and showed him that the money he'd spent on
them and on us was so dramatically out of balance .... It was kind of
sad, but the fact is that it's a very competitive world when two families
are brought together that way. You end up feeling like an outsider in
your own family."
Nevertheless, Bob emulated Al in his Republican conservative
politics, and tried to do so in his attempt to play on the football teamAl had been captain of the team at Oberlin College. Bob wasn't as
athletically talented, and though he made it onto the team, he almost
never played. In this matter, he told Playboy, he believed he had
disappointed his father. "So I spent a lot of time up in my room as a
radio ham, talking in Morse code around the world." He characterized
the members of the ham radio club as classic "outsiders" with "sliderules on their belts."
Woodward's portrait of himself as a tortured yet intellectual outsider is fine psychologically, but, as with so much that he has told
interviewers of his own past, is incomplete and misleading. In fact, the
adolescent Woodward was a definite insider, elected to the student
council each year at Wheaton, the general chairman of the prom, one
of four commencement speakers from his class-"one of the greatest
honors to be bestowed on a senior," the school yearbook describes this
privilege-and a member of several clubs (none of them for ham radio
operators) as well as a member of several athletic teams and of the
National Honor Society.
For that commencement speech, Bob Woodward adapted his remarks from Senator Barry Goldwater's book The Conscience of a Conservative, decrying the intrusion of the federal government into the lives
of everyday citizens. Beside his name in the senior yearbook he printed
the motto, "Though I cannot out-vote them, I will out-argue them."
His girlfriend in high school, later his first wife, Kathleen Middlekauff, says he was popular, though "it wasn't the kind of popularity
that made him liked by everyone. But he was known as an intellectual.
You don't get elected to student government if you're an outsider."
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Middlekauff was a year behind Bob at Wheaton, and they kept up a
correspondence when she moved with her family to New Jersey after
her sophomore year. Bob matriculated at Yale in 1961, and Kathleen
at Smith College, in 1962. They continued to see one another.
Bob Woodward attended Yale on a scholarship from the Naval
Reserve Officers Training Corps program. The NROTC program was
the most highly competitive "officer candidate procurement program"
in that service; only about 10 percent of the applicants were accepted,
according to a 1965 guide. Approximately one thousand new officers
were graduated from it each year, and these were meant to supplement
those graduated from the U.S. Naval Academy. The corps at Yale
provided about seventy-five of these officers per year, and, says a 1958
Yale NROTC graduate, John McAllister, "the competition was very
fierce and intense. You didn't go into the program as a lark." Yale
NROTC students took one course per semester in some naval science
such as engineering and propulsion, gunnery skills, military history,
navigation, or naval operations and tactics. They also learned to march
and drill in their uniforms, and had to attend six-to-eight-week training
cruises each of three summers. Woodward's first summer was spent
aboard an aircraft carrier, the second in a Marine and flight-training
program, the third on a destroyer in the Mediterranean.
Midshipman Woodward was also a thoroughgoing Yalie who seemed
at home in the Ivy League atmosphere of the early 1960s. His major
concentrations were in history and English literature, and he was a
member of Yale Banner Publications, the group that produced all
campus publications except for the daily newspaper. As a senior, he
was the chairman of Banner.
During this period, Woodward wrote a novel, which Kathleen
remembers as a deeply emotional work. He sent the manuscript to
publishers in New York, but it was rejected. In his Playboy interview,
Woodward sloughed off the novel as "silly" and "garbage," but said
that it contained "all the painful material of Wheaton and childhood
and divorce and families in which all the innocent are wounded,
because children are innocent, and it inflicts great pain." He said he
later turned to journalism and its concern with the "external" world
rather than have to continue his examination of the internal world
represented by that novel. In that interview, Woodward admitted that
after its rejection he shed his literary ambitions somewhat and the
notion of himself as an intellectual. He was actively political only as a
freshman, as a member of the Yale Political Union. His conservative
stance may have set him apart; after hearing Woodward speak in class
one day, a political science professor called him a "crypto-fascist."
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In the carefully constructed version of his own life that he gave to
interviewers, Woodward recalled a sea change while at Yale. His tale
was recorded by Leonard Downie, Jr., a colleague at the Washington
Post, in the 1976 book The New Muckrakers. "I had a crisis at Yale when
it became clear what the Vietnam war was really all about, but I never
considered going to Canada or anything like that," Woodward recalled.
The version he told David Halberstam three years later, condensed in
The Powers That Be, was slightly different. In his last two years at Yale,
Halberstam wrote, Woodward "had watched what was happening in
Vietnam and he did not like anything about it. He thought for a time
about going to Canada, but that was not the sort of thing a Wheaton
boy did."
John McAllister, the 1958 Yale NROTC graduate, notes that at
Yale in 1963-64 the campus was still relatively docile about the Vietnam
War; McAllister knows, because as a Yale man and a Vietnam War
veteran he took part in the first teach-in at the campus, in 1965.
Captain Andrew Coombe, a 1965 Yale NROTC graduate who knew
Woodward at Yale, said there was no antimilitary activity on campus at
the time Woodward claims to have undergone the sea change; in fact,
he points out, the ROTC units marched at one of the football games
"and there was no big deal about it."
Kathleen visited Bob at Yale, and didn't note a change in his attitude
toward the war either. "He still remained very conservative," she
recalled, and was quite definite in her memories of this because she had
changed. Kathleen said she had become a little involved with one of
the most radical of campus organizations, the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS). "We used to have arguments about it. He didn't
think that was something that was wise for me to be doing." Had Bob
ever considered going to Canada to avoid the war? "Heavens, no,"
Kathleen Woodward told us.
Rather than experiencing a crisis of the soul at Yale and veering to
the left, at Yale Bob Woodward became ever more closely tied to the
establishment environment in which he had been raised. For decades,
Yale had been a prime recruiting ground for the Central Intelligence
Agency; professors and athletic team coaches would openly seek candidates for the Agency. The Navy, too, considered Yale good hunting
grounds on which to find future officers. Many graduates who did not
go into the Navy or the CIA often filled important posts in the
government or in business, and all of these constituted an "old boy
network" to rival those of the graduates of Oxford and Cambridge
among the ruling elite of Great Britain. In many ruling elites, a large
proportion of the members are initiated into the networks through
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secret societies. Legendary secret societies have long been a fixture of
Yale life, mysterious, closed fraternities that enjoyed connections to
powerful government figures who had been members in their own
college days. Bob Woodward was "tapped" to join Book and Snake in
his junior year.
Though Book and Snake was not as well known as Skull and Bones,
which counts George Bush among its members, "It is certainly among
the top four," says Yale professor Robin Winks, author of Cloak and
Gown, which documented Yale's ties to the intelligence community in
the years 1939-1961. No evidence has emerged that Woodward was
recruited from Book and Snake for the intelligence community, but
from his year in Book and Snake he got a good grounding in an
environment founded on secrecy, exclusivity, and the burnishing of
old boy network ties. Founded in the 1880s and based on the Italian
secret societies, those at Yale each have their own building, usually a
windowless structure designed to keep its activities secret. The Book
and Snake building is adjacent to the law school library, and across
from a cemetery, and has a marble facade that makes it resemble a
mausoleum.
Of approximately twelve hundred men in a class, the secret societies
would tap about 10 percent, or twelve men for each society. Meetings
were held twice a week, and on those occasions the chosen dozen would
dine and drink together, or hold group discussions in which they
would criticize one another or share secrets about themselves. In these
societies, bonds were formed that lasted well after a member's departure from the campus.
In 1965, Bob Woodward graduated from Yale. He owed the Navy
four years of active duty, and although he never planned to make the
Navy his career-he thought he might write fiction, or study law as his
father had done-he determined to make the most of his assignments.
His first post was aboard the USS Wright, one of two ships designated
as a National Emergency Command Post Afloat. Woodward was circuit
control officer on this rather odd-looking vessel, a refitted aircraft
carrier with five enormous antennae that rose above an otherwise empty
deck. The venerable publication Jane's Fighting Ships declared that the
Wright had "the most powerful transmitting antennae ever installed on
a ship," the tallest of which was 83 feet high and designed to withstand
lOO-mph winds. The Wr,ght's mission was to handle "world-wide
communications and rapid, automatic exchange, processing, storage
and display of command data," and to serve in times of emergency as a
floating command post for top military officials and the president,
according to a dictionary of naval fighting ships. One admiral described
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it as "a mini-headquarters facility in case of nuclear war." Stationed at
the Norfolk, Virginia, naval base, it mostly cruised the Virginia capes,
but occasionally ranged the entire seaboard from Maine to Florida, and
sometimes as far south as Guantanamo Bay in Cuba and Rio de Janiero.
In April 1967, with Woodward aboard, the Wrzght was at anchor off
Punta del Este, Uruguay, serving as a command center for President
Lyndon Johnson, who was attending a Latin American summit conference.
Woodward held a "top-secret crypto" security clearance and commanded the enlisted men who operated the ship's radio circuits.
According to its skipper at that time, because the Wrzght had to be
ready for the president at any time, it was privy to the same information that flowed daily into the Situation Room at the White House.
That skipper, Captain Francis Fitzpatrick, who shortly rose to admiral
and served as assistant CNO for communications and cryptology,
remembers Woodward "pushing traffic" on the ship, that is, supervising the processing of sensitive messages and coded cables that flowed
into the ship from all points around the globe.
According to Woodward, it was no big deal, and neither was the
security clearance, then or afterward at the Pentagon. He insists that it
was "not an intelligence ... clearance at all. It's for the cryptographic
machines and code cards that are used in communications."
For nearly twenty years, ever since achieving fame for his reporting
about Watergate, Woodward has said his naval career was an era of his
life during which he was "miserable." Over the course of several
interviews, he insisted to us that he was never anything more in the
Navy than an officer in charge of men who handled communications
traffic.
In evaluating Woodward's naval career and his own estimate of it,
we must be as careful as in evaluating his career as a student, for
Woodward's version has all the hallmarks of a disinformation campaign
designed to hide, rather than to illuminate, the essential points.
Admiral Welander, who later commanded Woodward on another
ship, says the Wright was a plum assignment for an officer fresh out of
Yale, because though there were periods of relative inactivity, the
Wrtght was nevertheless plugged into the same communications network that fed the White House. And former Green Beret Shelby
of several books on military matters, says that "To go
Stanton,
to a command ship right off the bat is a top job. It's like going to work
for a corporation and being assigned right away to headquarters and
getting the inside track. It sounds like he [Woodward] was being
groomed. They would not have assigned just anybody to that ship."
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Woodward says he has "no idea" how he was selected for the job. "I
was a radio ham when I was a kid .... Maybe that was the connection."
It was while stationed in Norfolk in 1966 that he married Kathleen
Middlekauff, his childhood sweetheart, after her graduation from
Smith. Kathleen said she hated their tiny apartment and the regimentation of Navy life. Things were better for her on Bob's next assignment, which allowed the Woodwards a home in San Diego at the end
of 1967.
How Woodward obtained this second assignment, and what he
made of it, is the subject of some confusion. He told Leonard Downie
that he had received orders to go to Vietnam to serve as a tactical watch
officer at a "jungle command center" in the Can Tho province located
in the Mekong Delta. "I knew it would be a death trap," Woodward
told Downie. "To get out of that I asked to be transferred instead to a
destroyer, which apparently pleased the Navy." Woodward's second
version, given to Halberstam, was more detailed: The post would have
entailed "going out in the canals of the Mekong Delta at night on Navy
riverboats," and, Woodward believed, it almost certainly would have
resulted in his death. So he looked for a way out. According to the
Halberstam account, that way was "to imply that he wanted to go
career Navy," and thereby earn assignment to a destroyer. To do so,
Halberstam's account says, Woodward "got hold of the Pentagon phone
book and he made a list of everyone who might have some control over
his destiny, and he sat down and wrote each of them a letter."
To us, Woodward reported a different set of events and motives.
The proposed duty in the Mekong Delta had never been one that was
directly in the line of fire, but was merely at an operations center;
moreover, he wrote only one letter to get the orders changed, and that
was to his Navy detailer, the personnel specialist who helps set assignments for each officer. "I didn't want to go to Vietnam," Woodward
told us in 1989; "I wrote a letter and sat down and talked to the guy."
Just a request to his detailer for a different assignment? "Correct,"
Woodward says. He also denied any attempt on his part to imply to the
Navy that he wanted to be a career officer and thus needed a destroyer
assignment, and he says no higher officers played a role in the decision
to get him such an assignment.
Retired Rear Admiral Gene LaRocque, a flag officer in that era,
says that writing letters and promising to go career Navy could have
made an impression, but that it was difficult to get out of such an
assignment without help from a sympathetic senior officer, such as the
captain of your ship. Retired Rear Admiral Eugene J. Carroll, Jr.,
former assistant director of naval personnel-that is, the director of all
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detailers-says it was almost inconceivable in that era for a junior
officer to get out of duty in Vietnam by relying simply on his detailer.
"I was a detailer," Carroll insists, "and in almost every case you had to
be adamant about the original orders unless a very senior officer
requested a man for his ship or staff. I can't think of a situation in
which a detailer changed those kinds of orders on his own."
Admiral Welander says Woodward's story doesn't make much sense
to him, either-even though it was to Welander's ship, the USS Fox,
that Woodward was sent when he didn't want to go to Vietnam.
Furthermore, though Woodward served under Welander at sea, later
socialized with him in Washington, and worked near him at the
Pentagon during the period from late 1967 to mid-1969, Woodward
never mentioned to him any story of having his orders changed from
Vietnam to destroyer duty.
The Fox was a guided-missile frigate based in San Diego that made
cruises to the South China Sea to provide targeting information in
support of air strikes in Vietnam. Woodward, now a lieutenant junior
grade, became the ship's communications officer, responsible for maintaining the ship's state-of-the-art electronics gear. The Fox accompanied
aircraft carriers in the Tonkin Gulf and also provided communications
for high Iy classified intelligence operations. According to Welander,
Woodward "had a lot of potential as a good officer," an opinion shared
by the man who took over command of the Fox from Welander in May
of 1968, M. D. Ward, and by the Navy itself, which gave Woodward
his second promotion in three years in July 1968, a promotion to
lieutenant that put him about a year ahead of the normal rate of
elevation, according to a Navy personnel document. Woodward earned
a Navy Commendation Medal during this period, and its citation
reflects "exceptional zeal and ingenuity in developing methods which
enabled his ship to . . . retransmit important operational messages to
other units . . . in a more timely manner than normally available
through regular communications channels." The citation celebrated a
special talent that Woodward would display frequently in later years
and in other than military situations.
About six months before his four-year obligation was to conclude,
on January 29, 1969, Woodward submitted a letter of resignation to the
Navy, but when it came time to leave, in the summer of 1969, he didn't
go. Though he has consistently said to interviewers that he found the
service oppressive, he nonetheless stayed on a year after he could have
left. Why?
According to Woodward, it was red tape that kept him in place-a
1967 order signed by the secretary of the Navy that extended all
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regular officers to an additional twelve months of service because of the
war in Vietnam. However, that 1967 NAVOp, as it is known in the
Navy, was not a blanket extension of all service. Officers were to be
extended "on a selective basis," and "subject to the needs of the Navy."
In fact, Admiral Carroll says that the policy was administered only on
a case-by-case basis. Once an officer had requested to resign, Carroll
maintains, the Navy would have determined whether or not he held a
crucial job or was about to be assigned to one, and if that were so, it
would invoke the secretary's policy and extend him for another year; if
not, he would normally be allowed to go.
Al Woodward proudly says his son volunteered for that fifth year
after the Navy offered Bob the prestigious assignment linking the
Pentagon and the White House. "I don't think he was ordered. He had
an option to do it or not, and he decided to do it," the senior Woodward
told us. "I guess it was considered somewhat of an honor, and he
accepted it." Did he accept because it was a White House assignment?
"Right," says Al Woodward, who emphasized that "the assignment
[Bob] had was in the basement of the White House."
On the other hand, Kathleen Woodward had always believed that
the Navy "made him stay for another year." She would have preferred
for him to have left the Navy, for, as it turned out, Bob's assignment
to Washington broke their marriage apart. However, informed of Al
Woodward's view that Bob volunteered for the fifth year, Kathleen said
it was possible that Bob didn't tell her the whole story about the
assignment.
It was 1969, and they had talked of moving to Berkeley after Bob
was discharged; there, she could continue her studies in economics,
and he could write. "I was going to make money so that my husband
could write," she remembers. But that dream evaporated when Bob
announced quite suddenly that he was taking a "good assignment [that]
involved this work at the White House." Rather than spending that
fifth year in California or in any of the several other locations among
which, Kathleen says, he was allowed to choose, he said he was going
to Washington. After Bob left, Kathleen remembers, "I tried to visualize what he was doing in the basement of the White House."
"I can't conceive of a case in which a man was given an option of
choosing his assignment in a situation like that," Admiral Carroll
comments; "It could only happen if his commanding officer or someone
from the Pentagon requested him for a particular assignment."
In any event, the transfer to the capital was the effective end of
Woodward's first marriage. Kathleen visited him once in Washington
during the latter part of 1969, and left for France shortly thereafter for
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a year of study abroad. During that year, they divorced. Today, as
Kathleen Woodward, she is a professor at the University of Wisconsin,
in Milwaukee, where she is also head of The Center for Twentieth
Century Studies. Kathleen remains fond of Woodward, has maintained
contact with him over the years, and considers herself still "loyal to
Bob." Nonetheless, she assesses him as "ruthless . . . extremely ambitious ... immensely controlled. All of his passion has been channeled
into his ambition."
When Woodward arrived in Washington he went on the staff of
Admiral Moorer, together with his two former skippers, Fitzpatrick
and Welander; he reported to Fitzpatrick through Commander John J.
Kingston, chief of all the watch officers, and supervised the people
manning terminals in the CNO's communications center. It was Woodward's job as communications watch officer to route incoming messages
to the proper person on the staff of the chief of naval operations or the
secretary of the Navy, and to be aware of particular sensitive areas or
"hot spots" about.which the CNO or his flag officers must be alerted.
Most of the messages were classified, and some were top secret. They
also included, according to Kingston, "personal, exclusive-type messages. A lot of negotiations at the time. What the Navy thought about
this, that, or the other thing. It was all in personal messages between
flag officers."
According to Charles Hunnicut, who held a simil;tr position to
Woodward's at that time, because of the many terminals and the
messages coming and going, even from the special adjoining room for
secure voice communications to the White House, "There was something different happening all the time. You had stuff coming in from
all over the world. You knew what was going on in the world for real."
These particular watch officers were at the nexus of a constant stream
of communications. They presided over its acquisition and transmittal,
they reviewed the raw traffic that flowed into and out of the CNO's
office to and from the fleet, the CIA and the NSA, the State Department, and the NSC. Most watch officers, however, had very little direct
contact with the White House; occasionally they would be in touch
with the White House Communications Agency-Kingston says that
someone would be assigned to drop off a package at the WHCA
perhaps once a week, and that this never involved going into the
basement offices of the White House or the NSC.
Woodward insists that he loathed the assignment. To Leonard
Downie he said the job was "awful and boring ... I was miserable." In
an interview he told us that the courier duty to the White House
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amounted to "scut work" in which he sometimes carried "some documents or a folder .... Strictly nuts and bolts. It's not substantive."
Asked if he had any responsibilities in his fifth year in the Navy
beyond that of the ordinary communications watch officer, Woodward
said, "No. Nothing at all." Did he perform as a briefing officer?
"Never," he shot back. It was at this point that he issued his challenge
defying us to produce anyone who confirmed he did a briefing. "Have
you got somebody who says I did a briefing?" Assured that we had,
Woodward pushed harder. "Who says that? What sort of people?" We
reminded him that throughout his career as a reporter he had steadfastly refused to disclose his sources, and refused to tell him ours, but
assured him that his full denial of the briefing assignment would be
published. "I wasn't [a briefer]," he insisted. "It never happened. I'm
looking you in the eye. You have got bad sources .... Call up and find
out who does the communications watch officer work now and find out
if they're briefers, if they give briefings. It just isn't so."
Woodward is partially correct, for communications watch officers
do not normally give briefings, but the job title can be misleading. L.
Fletcher Prouty, retired Air Force colonel and one of the top briefing
officers for the J CS from 1955 to 1963, says he never formally held the
title of briefing officer, because "Briefer is not a job description, it's
something that somebody does. I had the title of chief of special
operations for the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and you wouldn't know from
that that I was a briefer .... It's easy to hide behind words and say
somebody didn't do something because they didn't have a title, but it's
meaningless. "
But of course, Admiral Moorer, as noted above, has confirmed that
Woodward was indeed a briefer. Moorer described for us the qualities
required of briefers such as Woodward. First, the briefer "had to be
articulate"; then, "you have to be able to stimd on your two feet without
beating around the bush and taking up people's time. Give the information out, that's all. Some people are good at communications and
decoding messages . . . and some people are good at standing on their
two feet in front of the admiral and giving the summary of the latest
messages that came in during the night. And Woodward could do
that."
To be a briefer was "a marvelously challenging job," recalls Dr.
William Bader of the Stanford Research Institute, who served as a
Navy briefer in the 1950s and 1960s. He notes that the old boy network
of former Navy briefers includes Senator Richard Lugar of Indiana and
Admiral Bobby Ray Inman, former deputy director of the CIA and
head of the NSA. It was an incredibly important job for a young man
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in his twenties, Bader says, "very heady business." He has always been
amazed by the Navy's capacity to find good men and bring them "into
the system" through "a very interesting and intricate job." Bader
describes the task as part presentation of data, part entertainment.
"They considered ·that you had the intelligence and analytical ability
to take vast amounts of information and process it, collate it, and
present it. Perhaps 'entertaining' is a bit flip-but they really wanted
you to have a certain amount of the Dan Rather in you." Most briefers,
Bader says, continued to stay in touch with one another through the
old boy network; it was through this network, Bader says, that he
learned that Woodward "was one of us. "
Fletcher Prouty, himself a former briefer, described in his book The
Secret Team that, within the government's power centers, "one of the
most interesting and effective roles is that played by the behind-thescenes, faceless, ubiquitous briefing officer" who sees the important
people "almost daily." Moreover, the briefer "comes away day after day
knowing more and more about the man he has been briefing and about
what it is that the truly influential pressure groups at the center of
authority are trying to tell these key decision makers." Prouty recalls
that he was the focal point for contact between the CIA and the
Department of Defense in cases where the military was involved in
covert operations; at the time he held the job, he considered himself
"perhaps the best informed liaison officer among the few who operated
in this very special area."
Prouty the briefer described his formal job as that of liaison officer.
Downie, reflecting on his interview with Woodward, described Woodward's job in Washington as a "communications liaison officer between
the Pentagon and the White House." In 1983, Woodward spoke to
reporter Jim Hougan, then researching his book entitled Secret Agenda.
Hougan had learned of Woodward's briefing assignment, and asked
him about it. "He admitted to me that his assignment included a
responsibility to brief," Hougan told us recently. "He would not,
however, identify the people he did brief." In his later conversation
with us, Woodward would not even admit to having acted as a liaison
officer. But some senior officials at the Pentagon knew of Woodward's
assignment, including former secretary of defense Melvin Laird, who
told us, "Yes, I was aware that Haig was being briefed by Woodward,"
and Laird's aide at the time, Jerry Friedheim, who agreed that Woodward "was one of several briefers. Briefers were identifiable. That's
how they came to the notice of senior officials."
However, Woodward's briefing assignment was kept secret from his
fellow officers and from some of his superiors. "If he did it," fellow
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watch officer Hunnicut avows, "he did it other than when he was
relieving me. Because he relieved me personally on almost every watch.
I knew Bob Woodward and he had the same job that I did, and I had
none of those duties, and none of the other [communications watch
officers] had it either." Woodward's superior, Kingston, is more circumspect: "Anything is possible," he told us in regard to Woodward's
briefing assignment, "but if he did those briefings I didn't know about
it." Admiral Fitzpatrick says if Woodward did White House briefings,
"he did it behind my back," but admits that he saw very little of
Woodward directly while at the Pentagon, principally only when Bob
came into Fitzpatrick's office to say hello to another junior officer with
whom he'd served on the Wnght. Even Admiral Welander says there
was "never any indication" that Woodward briefed anyone in the White
House, and reminds us that his office was a mere forty to fifty feet
from Woodward's in the Pentagon.
That Woodward had a secret assignment and that it was kept from
his fellow officers and from some of his superiors argues that his true
assignment was extremely sensitive. That he would go to such lengths
to deny having briefed Haig further argues that the sensitivity about
his secret assignment might well have to do with precisely this point:
that Woodward briefed Haig. We can't prove it, but the evidence
suggests that Woodward might well have served as a human backchannel between Haig and the JCS, carrying information so sensitive that it
could only be conveyed by a specially selected briefing officer.
Woodward was an insider in high school and college, but insists to
recent interviewers that he was an outsider; he tells one story about
dissent during the Vietnam War to one interviewer, another to a
second; he says at one time that he wrote letters to everyone he could
find in a Pentagon phone book to get out of duty in Vietnam, and at a
second time that he only spoke to his detailer; he was a well-placed
junior officer who briefed Admiral Moorer and other senior military
officials at the Pentagon and at the White House, yet insists that his
military career was boring and that he couldn't wait to get out.
Why does Woodward dissemble? Why hide your light under a
bushel basket-especially if it is a fine, smart, highly trained, wellconnected light? Why downplay an insider's school career? Why
discount or refuse to acknowledge the sort of military assignments
about which others would like to be able to boast? Woodward's
description of his life prior to the time he sprang into fame as the
investigative reporter of Watergate resembles the cover identities and
complete past histories chosen by moles in tales of espionage: It is drab
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to the point of the subject vanishing into the wallpaper. Woodward
seems to cover his past associations with shadows in order to conceal
strong, ongoing connections to the military hierarchy, and to protect
people in that
who are or have been his journalistic sources.
The confusion about Woodward's life extends even into the early
stages of his journalistic career. He received his discharge from the
Navy in August 1970. His NROTC contract obligated him to six years
of service-four years' active, two years' inactive reserve-but Woodward only served five years. The sixth year remains a mystery; it may
be that the reserve obligation was waived because Woodward served
five years on active status, but that is unclear. We asked Woodward if
that sixth year was waived, and he said, "I don't know what happened.
But I know I had an option about going into the reserve or not and I
chose not to." That summer Woodward was accepted at Harvard Law
School and thought briefly of attending, but did not do so. He told
Downie that he turned to journalism because "newspaper work was
something I thought I could do right away." With no reporting
experience, he nonetheless managed to get an interview with Washington
Post metropolitan editor Harry Rosenfeld, who gave him a two-week
tryout without pay-,-it was Woodward's idea. None of what he wrote
during that period was printed, and the tryout was terminated.
Woodward was then hired at the Montgomery County Sentinel, a
suburban Maryland weekly. Woodward told Downie that Post editors
"helped me get a job" at the Sentinel, and in 1987 upped the ante by
telling Miami Herald reporter Ryan Murphy that Rosenfeld had written
a glowing recommendation that helped him land the suburban job. "I
distinctly remember when he was telling me about the Rosenfeld
letter," Murphy recalls. "He [Woodward] described it as if it were a
really superlative, high-praise letter." Rosenfeld, who is no longer with
the Post, says he cannot remember writing such a letter for Woodward
and denies playing any role in helping Woodward get a job at the
Sentinel.
Roger B. Farquhar, who hired Woodward for the Sentinel, says, "I
got no word from the Post at all" about Woodward. He picked Woodward from forty applicants because Woodward was a Yale man, because
he seemed an eager beaver-Woodward stood in the doorway and
declared, "I want to work here so much that I can taste it," Farquhar
recalls-and because Woodward produced a Navy document that
praised his abilities. In an interview with us in 1984, Farquhar described this document as a letter from a senior officer who "just raved"
about Woodward, "particularly how hard he worked, how he had the
work ethic."
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Asked about his hiring at the Sentinel, Woodward .said that a
"number of people," perhaps one being Rosenfeld, suggested it was a
good place to start his career. Rosenfeld, Woodward recalled, "may
have called" Farquhar, "or written him a letter. I don't remember ....
It's possible I may have had a recommendation from somebody in the
Navy." Told that Farquhar said he saw a letter from a Navy officer,
Woodward responded, "I don't think that's true. I may have shown him
my fitness report, or something like that .... I don't think there was a
letter. "
After our interview with Woodward, and after seeing some of our
written materials, Farquhar denied that he had been shown a letter and
said the document Woodward had shown him was ·a personnel form
from Woodward's service record that contained the statement about his
"incredible" work habits. He also told us that he'd had no recent
contact with Woodward on the matter.
After one year at the Sentinel, Woodward joined the Washington Post
on September 14, 1971.
After briefing Moorer at nine in the morning in 1969 and 1970,
Woodward would often travel to the West Basement offices of the White
House, carrying documents from Moorer, and would then deliver these
and brief Alexander Haig about the same matters he had earlier
conveyed to Moorer.
Among those who saw Woodward enter Haig's room was Roger
Morris, then a member of Kissinger's NSC staff. (Morris later resigned
from his position in protest at the bombing of Cambodia.) When
pictures of Woodward began to appear in the newspapers in the 1970s,
Morris recognized him as a young Navy officer he had seen going into
Haig's office. "I learned through friends that this was the same guy
who had been one of Moorer's aides, and had worked at the Pentagon
and so forth, and knew Al Haig well, and had been back and forth in
the West Basement in those early days," Morris told us recently.
Morris told us that Haig's briefers "came from all the services, from
the Air Force, the Army, as well as the Navy, and of course there were
guys from CIA and NSA, who gave these kinds of briefings." In the
early days, Morris recalled, "Haig took all of the military briefings ...
and intelligence briefings" personally, "on a very frequent basis"
because of the ongoing war in Vietnam. For the NSC, Kissinger had
his own office, and Haig shared one with Lawrence Eagleburger; other
personnel were in the large bullpen area of the Situation Room, where
they could monitor incoming cable traffic and the hot line to Moscow,
guard safes containing highly classified material, and send or receive
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the Nixon-Kissinger backchannel messages. The briefing area was a
small conference room adjacent to this bull pen. Here, Morris says,
"Haig took his briefings from people like Woodward always behind
closed doors," most often alone, but sometimes with a military aide;
after these briefings, Haig would then "delegate various things and act
on whatever he got from [the briefer]." In addition to being briefed by
-the military, Haig was also briefed by the FBI and the CIA. "He was
the conduit, which gave him a great deal of information ... probably
90 percent of the intelligence material. . . . It was very, very heavy
traffic." As a result of these frequent briefings, Morris says, Haig
"became not just a conduit but he became an active liaison and a kind
of representative of and to the Joint Chiefs and to the [armed] services
themselves. "
The NSC's staff secretary at the time, William Watts, told us that
Colonel Haig made it "very clear, very early" in his tenure at the White
House that no one should tread on "his turf," which was the Pentagon
and all military information. Watts had a direct line from his office to
Air Force Colonel Robert Pursley, military aide to Laird. Haig openly
disdained Pursley by name, but was annoyed that Watts had such
direct access to Pursley. Haig, Watts says, "was just very effective at
establishing the fact that he was the guy who was going to be dealing
with the Pentagon .... He was keeping his line over there very much
open, and he was very effective at doing that."
Alexander Meigs Haig, Jr., was then forty-four and a career army
officer. His early childhood had been spent in a Catholic, upper
middle-class suburb of Philadelphia, where his father was a lawyer.
The father died when his namesake was ten, and this caused financial
hardships for the family. An uncle became Haig's early benefactor,
and from then on, throughout Haig's career, he found and nurtured
mentor-protege relationships with powerful men.
Haig entered West Point at the age of twenty in 1944, after having
previously been rejected by the academy. The course had been condensed into three years because of the war, and in 1947 Haig graduated
214th in the class of 310. First Lieutenant Haig was sent to Tokyo in
1948, and became aide-de-camp to General Alonzo Fox, deputy chief
of staff to Douglas MacArthur, the supreme Allied commander. Haig
later married Fox's daughter.
In Japan, Roger Morris noted in his biography of Haig, the young
officer learned how to cater to the "personal and professional whims of
his superiors," especially MacArthur, who viewed himself as a sovereign and the ultimate ruler of Japan, and to maneuver from within
among the jealous ranks of MacArthur's courtiers. "In that sense, Haig
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was given a taste of both the pomp and the politics of a veritable
presidency two decades before he joined the White House staff,"
Morris concludes.
When war broke out in Korea, Haig went to it as an aide to another
of MacArthur's favorites, General Edward Almond. Other assignments
in the 1950s included three years in Europe, a stint as a company
commander at West Point and one as an executive officer at Annapolis.
In 1959, after attending the Naval War College, he enrolled in what
Morris described as an "undemanding" master's degree program in
international relations at Georgetown University. Advanced degrees
were thought desirable to enable an officer to enter the upper ranks.
Haig's 1962 master's thesis was a virtual blueprint of the officer and
politician he would become. The topic was the role of the military man
in the shaping of national security policy, and he called for "a new
breed" of soldier who could "continually appraise military policy in
terms of its political implications." In his tour d'horizon of the relationships between the civilian and military authorities in the United States
since the turn of the century, Haig criticized past "civilian interference"
in military decision-making, and declared that the civilians "must
consistently include vital military considerations" in dealing with
political matters. General George Marshall erred in the other direction,
Haig wrote, bowing too far to too many political considerations of the
civilian leadership in World War II. Haig deplored Truman's recall of
MacArthur as further tipping the scales to the side of the civilians. Yet
he was particularly laudatory to the man who would shortly become
his boss, civilian Robert McNamara, while another future boss, Henry
Kissinger, appears in a gracious footnote as a keen academic strategist.
To Haig, in his thesis, the State Department's dominance in foreign
affairs must be ended; moreover, the military'S many voices should be
distilled into one-a single presidential adviser, more influential than
the chairman of the Joint Chiefs, who would give his counsel directly
and continuously. This would give the Pentagon a "seat at the pinnacle"
of government. Haig fretted that there were currently several levels of
people keeping the military from the president's ear; that had to be
eliminated. "There is a growing danger that future policy may lack the
military contribution called for by the challenge that confronts our
nation," Haig wrote in summation, and this was a challenge that would
have to be met by civilians assisted at the highest level by military men
"skilled in the management of violence."
General Fox, although by then retired from the military, still had
ties to McNamara, and he backed Haig's first posting to the Pentagon
after his son-in-law had earned his master's degree. It was in the
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International and Policy Planning Division, and although Haig's title
sounded impressive, he was just one of a multitude of middle-rank
officers who shuffled between such desk jobs, making the Army's
contingency plans for Berlin and for an invasion of Cuba. Working in
the Pentagon, Haig came in contact with several men he had known
since West Point days, such as Fred Buzhardt, who was then on the
staff of Senator Strom Thurmond.
In the halcyon summer of 1963, Haig was, in Morris' words,
"rescued ... from the army's oblivion" by "the most decisive patronage
of his career," that of Cyrus Vance, then secretary of the Army,
through Vance's counsel, Joe Califano. Califano put him to work on
assimilating into the army some of the Cuban exile veterans of the Bay
of Pigs, discovered that Haig "was more of a workaholic than I was,"
and touted him to Vance as one of the "Maxwell Taylors of tomorrow."
Vance, Califano, and company were up to their neck in brushfire
problems in Central and South America in the year Haig worked for
them, and took Haig along in 1964 when Vance was promoted by
McNamara to be deputy secretary of defense. In the next year, as the
United States was drawn increasingly into the maelstrom of Vietnam,
Haig was a small cog in the decision-making hierarchy of the Pentagon.
To his bosses, Vance and McNamara, he declared that the military men
must not be excluded from "key decision-making" on the war, urging
in a memorandum that the chairman of the Joint Chiefs should attend
the weekly meetings "of high-level advisers at the White House." In
June 1965, Haig went off to the Army War College, and was replaced
in his post by an Air Force officer named Alexander P. Butterfield,
with whom he became friends. Eleven months later, Haig headed to
Vietnam for his first true battle command. It proved in retrospect to
be a great time to get out of the Pentagon, for those who remained
were later tarred by their association with disastrous war policies.
Battalion Commander Lieutenant Colonel Haig and his troops saw
heavy action in the spring of 1967, and Haig was cited for bravery. In
1968 he returned to the United States, was promoted to full colonel,
and went to West Point as deputy commander of cadets, the numbertwo position at West Point. In late 1968, he received the call from
Henry Kissinger summoning him to a position in the Nixon White
House.
We asked Woodward when he first met or first talked to Haig; he said
it was "some time in the spring of 1973." Did he remember the
circumstances? "I don't. I don't." Had Haig become White House chief
of staff by that time? "Don't know. Don't know," Woodward re-
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sponded, and reasserted that "the idea that I had a tie to him [earlier]
is false." And he wouldn't answer any other inquiries about his dealings
with Haig after that spring 1973 time "because it's complicated."
We'll skip over for the moment what has long been suspected-that
Haig was "Deep Throat," the source that gave to Woodward nearly
every investigative break on the Watergate affair and was immortalized
in All the President's Men-and jump ahead to the controversy surrounding a later book by Woodward and his Post colleague, Carl Bernstein,
The Final Days, in which the investigative reporters chronicled the last
fifteen months of the Nixon presidency. Articles and reviews in 1976
and since that time have wondered whether Haig was a key source for
that book, because on page after page the authors reconstructed what
they said were White House meetings and conversations of the most
intimate and sensitive kind, many of which involved Haig. Since there
is rarely any attribution of sources in the book, it is impossible to state
conclusively who those sources were-but some passages include private scenes between Nixon and his chief of staff, Haig, in which the
thoughts and feelings of both men are described.
Nixon was not interviewed, and Haig has denied being a source for
that book or for any later material that Woodward has written about
him. Upon publication of The Final Days, Haig was supreme commander of Allied Forces in Europe, and he sent Nixon a cable that
read: "I ... want to assure you that I have not contributed in any way
to the book." Conservative journalist and author Victor Lasky got a
letter from Haig in April 1976 that contained a similar denial; Haig
told Lasky he had rebuffed Woodward's strenuous effort to get him to
talk. In the letter, Haig told the story, repeated elsewhere, that
Woodward flew to NATO headquarters in Europe hoping for an
interview, but that the general, with a witness present, refused to have
anything to do with the reporter.
This story of a public rebuff to Woodward has been repeated to us
by associates of both men as the quintessential proof that Haig refused
to have any dealings with Woodward. David Korn, a longtime personal
friend and former special assistant to Haig, says "Woodward came to
see him [Haig] in Brussels and he threw him [Woodward] out. He
refused to talk to him ... I heard it directly from Haig. You know,
sometimes people exaggerate, but he [Haig] claims he never wanted to
talk to him [Woodward]." Korn says Woodward was "persona nonwelcome, non grata, as they say, in Haig's entourage," but acknowledges that he may not know the whole story. "Now if there were three
faces of Haig, that's a different story," he adds. "You know, [Haig]
telling me one thing and dealing with Woodward on the other hand."
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The scene of Woodward jetting to Brussels but being forced by a
stonewalling Haig to cool his heels and then getting tossed out of the
general's office was simply theater, acted for public consumption. Haig
might not have said a single word to Woodward at that moment, but he
had talked to him copiously at other times. Asked if Haig talked to
Woodward for The Final Days, attorney Leonard Garment, Haig's
colleague in the White House during the final days, who acknowledges
speaking to Woodward for the book, told us recently, "Of course Haig
talked to Woodward." Garment was aware that the Haig-Woodward
connection dated back to the days when Woodward had been a naval
officer.
Lawrence Higby had been a principal aide to H. R. Haldeman,
and stayed on after Haldeman resigned and became a colleague of
Haig's during the last months of the Nixon presidency. In a recent
interview with us, Higby recalled getting a call from Woodward
requesting an interview for The Final Days, and, before consenting, "I
asked Haig, and he said, 'Oh, yeah. You ought to talk to them. It's all
over now, anyway.' "
Bob Woodward was right: His relationship to Alexander Haig
certainly was "complicated."

